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Abstract

There is a constant need for high-performing and com-
putationally efficient neural network models for image
super-resolution (SR) often used on low-capacity devices.
One way to obtain such models is to compress existing ar-
chitectures, e.g. quantization. Another option is a neural
architecture search (NAS) that discovers new efficient so-
lutions. We propose a novel quantization-aware NAS pro-
cedure for a specifically designed SR search space. Our
approach performs NAS to find quantization-friendly SR
models. The search relies on adding quantization noise to
parameters and activations instead of quantizing parame-
ters directly. Our QuantNAS finds architectures with bet-
ter PSNR/BitOps trade-off than uniform or mixed precision
quantization of fixed architectures. Additionally, our search
against noise procedure is up to 30% faster than directly
quantizing weights.

1. Introduction

Neural networks (NNs) have become a default solu-
tion for many problems because of their high performance.
Wider adoption of NNs requires high computational ef-
ficiency. Researchers either compress, search or jointly
search and compress architectures aiming for more compu-
tationally effective solutions [26]. Computational efficiency
is especially important for models utilized on mobile de-
vices.

In this paper, we choose to combine techniques of
NAS and quantization to search for efficient quantization-
friendly models for SR. The NAS problem is hard because
we should either define a differentiable NAS procedure or
use discrete optimization in a high-dimensional space of
architectures. The problem is even more challenging for
quantization-aware NAS because quantization is an indif-

*Indicates equal contribution.

ferentiable operation. Therefore, optimization of quantized
models is more difficult than full precision models. An ad-
ditional technical challenge arises for SR, as Batch Norm
(BN) in SR models damages final performance [18] but
training models without BN is much slower. Finally, we
should define an appropriate search space given numerous
recent advances in quantized SR architectures and take into
account that the size of the discrete search space grows ex-
ponentially with the introduction of new parts of the archi-
tecture, making the optimization problem harder.

Our contributions:

• We propose the first end2end approach to NAS for
mixed precision quantization of SR architectures.

• To search for robust, quantization-friendly architec-
tures we approximate model degradation caused by
quantization with Quantization Noise (QN) instead of
directly quantizing model weights during the search
phase. For sampling QN we follow procedure pro-
posed in [7]. Such reparametrization allows differen-
tiability crucial for a differentiable NAS and is up to
30% faster than quantizing weights directly.

• We design a specific search space for SR models.
The proposed search space is simpler than the current
SOTA - TrilevelNAS [24] and leads to about 5 times
faster search procedure. We show that the search space
design is equally important as search methods and ar-
gue that the community should pay more attention to
the search space design.

• Quantization-aware NAS with Search Against Noise
(SAN) yields results with a better trade-off between
quality measured in PSNR and efficiency measured
in BitOps compared to uniform and mixed precision
quantization of fixed architectures. Thus, the joint
quantization-aware NAS is a better choice than sepa-
rate quantization and NAS.
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2. Related works

Figure 1. The search space for NAS is equivalent to an over-
parametrized supernet represented as a graph. In this graph, mul-
tiple possible operations connect nodes that are outputs of each
layer. α values represent the importance of edges. Joint training of
parameters of operations and their importance allow differentiable
NAS. The final architecture is the result of the selection of edges
with the highest importance for each consecutive pair of nodes.
They have solid lines in the figure.

Figure 2. SAN approach, QNoise(b) - is some function to gen-
erate quantiziation noise, QNoise(b) does not depend on weights
and does not require gradients approximation. For quantization
aware search, each blue operation on Figure 1 becomes SAN oper-
ation with noisy weights.WR - real valued weights,WQ - pseudo
quantized weights, α is a vector of trainable parameters. By ad-
justing α we can search for acceptable model degradation caused
by quantization procedure.

Differentiable NAS (DNAS) [23, 17, 11, 24] is a differ-
entiable method of selecting a directed acyclic sub-graph
(DAG) from an over-parameterized supernet. An example
of such selection is on Figure 1. Each node represents a fea-
ture map of intermediate layers of inputs and outputs. Edges

are operations between those nodes. During the search pro-
cedure, we aim to assign importance weights for each edge
and consequently select a sub-graph using edges with the
highest importance weights.

The weights assignment can be done in several ways.
The main idea of DNAS is to update importance weights
α with respect to a loss function parameterized on supernet
weights W . Consequently, hardware constraints are easy to
introduce as an extension of an initial loss function.

DNAS has been proven to be efficient to search for
computationally-optimized models. FBnet [23] focuses on
optimizing FLOPs and latency. Authors mainly focus on
classification problems. AGD [11] and TrilevelNAS[24]
further extend resource constrained NAS for super resolu-
tion problem (SR) for full precision models.

Quantization aware DNAS. DNAS can be employed to
search for architectures with desired properties. In OQAT
[19], authors perform quantization-aware NAS with uni-
form quantization. They show that architectures found with
a quantization-aware search perform better when quantized
compared to architectures found without accounting for
quantization. However, uniform quantization is less flexi-
ble and leads to suboptimal solutions compared to mixed-
precision quantization (MPQ) - where each operation and
activation has its own quantization bits. This idea was ex-
plored in EdMIPS [5]. MPQ used in EdMIPS is a NAS
procedure where all operations are fixed, and we search for
different quantization levels. One on hand MPQ-NAS is a
natural extension of EdMIPS or OQAT but on another hand
joint optimization of quantization bits and operations has a
high computational costs. Additionally, instability of opti-
mization with quantized weights was highlighted in DiffQ
[7], authors considers QN to perform MPQ on existing ar-
chitectures.

Two problems above make joint optimization of an over-
parameterized supernet with mixed-precision bits a chal-
lenging task. We propose a procedure that is simultaneously
effective and relatively robust. Due to the usage of super-
net, we turn our problem into a continuous one, and by the
use of quantization noise, we can make the solution of this
problem fast and stable.

Search space design is crucial for achieving good re-
sults. It should be both flexible and contain known best-
performing solutions. Even a random search can be a
reasonable method with a good search space design. In
AGD [11] authors apply NAS for SR, they search for (1)
a cell - a block which is repeated several times, and (2) ker-
nel size along with other hyperparameters like the number
of input and output channels. TrilevelNAS[24] extends the
previous work by adding (3) network level that optimizes
the position of the network upsampling layer. Both arti-



cles expand the search space, making it more flexible while
more tricky to search in, possibly leading to local and sub-
optimal solutions.

In our work, we choose to focus on a simpler search
space consisting of: (1) a cell block - search is performed
for operations within the block and (2) quantization levels
different for each operation (for quantization-aware search).
We show that this design leads to architectures with similar
performance as TrilevelNAS[24] but search time is much
faster.

Sparsification for differentiable architecture search
was discussed in several works [3, 21, 6, 25, 24, 27]. The
problem arises because operations in a supernet co-adapt. A
selected from the supernet subgraph depends on all the left
in the supernet operations. We can make the problem better
suitable for NAS if we enforce the sparsification of a graph
with most of the importances for a particular connection be-
tween nodes being close to zero.

The sparsification strategy depends on the graph struc-
ture of a final model. In our work, we use the Single-Path
strategy - one possible edge between two nodes, more in ap-
pendix C. For the Single-Path strategy, the sum of node out-
puts is a weighted sum of features, it can be seen in Figure 1.
The co-adaptation problem becomes obvious. Second layer
convolutions are trained on a weighted sum of features, but
after discretization (selecting a subgraph), only one source
of features remains. Therefore, sparsification for the vector
of α is necessary. In BATS [3], sparsification is achieved
via scheduled temperature for softmax. Entropy regulariza-
tion proposed in Discretization-Aware search [21]. In [6],
authors proposed an ensemble of Gumbels to sample sparse
architectures for the Mixed-Path strategy and in [25], Sparse
Group Lasso (SGL) regularization is used. In ISTA-NAS
[27], authors tackle sparsification as a sparse coding prob-
lem. Trilvel NAS [24] proposed sorted Sparsestmax. In our
work, we used entropy regularization [21] to disentangle the
final model from the supernet.

3. Methodology
We follow the basic definitions provided in the previous

section with the description of our approach. The descrip-
tion has three parts. We start with (i) subsection 3.1 that
describes the space of considered architectures. The proce-
dure for searching of an architecture in this space is in (ii)
subsection 3.2. It includes the description of the used loss
function. Finally, in (iii) subsection 3.3 we provide details
on reparametrization with quantization noise.

3.1. Search space design

We design our search space taking into account recent
results in this area and, in particular, the SR quantization

challenge [14]. The challenge was in manually designing
of quantization-friendly architectures.

We combine most of these ideas in the search design de-
picted in Figure 3. The deterministic part of our search
space includes the upsampling layer in tail block of the
architecture, the number of channels in convolutions and
specific for SR AdaDM [18] block. The AdaDM block is
used only in quantization-aware search. The variable part is
quantization bit values and operations within head, body,
up-sample, and tail blocks. We perform all experiments
with 3 body blocks, unless specified otherwise. Additional,
parallel convolutional layer of the body block is used to in-
crease representation power of quantized activations.

Batch Norm for SR and modification of AdaDM. Vari-
ation in a signal is crucial for identifying small details. In
particular, the residual feature’s standard deviation shrinks
after the layers’ normalisation, and SR models with BN per-
form worse [18]. On another hand training overparameter-
ized supernet without BN can be challenging. The authors
of [18] proposed to rescale the signal after BN based on
its variation before BN layers. Empirically we found that
AdaDM with removed second BN improves overall perfor-
mance of quantized models. Original AdaDM block and
our modification are depicted in Figure 4. All the residual
blocks in our search design have the modified AdaDM part:
the body block, all the repeated layers within the body block
and the tail block.

3.2. The search procedure

We consider the selection of blocks and quantization bits
during NAS. We assign separate α values to optimize during
NAS for a Cartesian product of possible operations and the
number of quantization bits. Search and training procedures
are performed as two independent steps.

For search, we alternately update supernet’s weights W
and edges importances α. Two different subsets of training
data are used to calculate the loss function and derivatives
for updatingW and α similar to [11]. Hardware constraints
and entropy regularisation are applied as additional terms in
the loss function for updating α. To calculate the output of
l-th layer xl+1 we weight the output of separate edges ac-
cording to importance values αibl of each of Ol operations
and bits:

xl+1 =

|Ol|∑
i=1

|B|∑
b=1

αiblo
l
i(xl), (1)

where
∑|Oj |

i=1

∑|B|
b=1 αibl = 1 and all αibl ≥ 0.

Then the final architecture is derived by choosing a sin-
gle operator with the maximal αj among the ones for this
layer. Finally, we train the obtained architecture from
scratch.

To optimize α we compute the following loss:



Figure 3. The search space design. We separate the whole architecture into 4 parts: head, body, upsample, and tail. The head and the tail
have N = 2 convolutional layers. The identical body part is repeated 3 times, unless specified otherwise. The number of channels for all
the blocks equals 36, except for the head’s first layer, upsample, and the tail’s first layers. All the blocks with skip connections incorporate
AdaDM with BN.

Figure 4. Our modification of AdaDM [18]. Some Block represents
any residual block with several layers within, σ(Xin) is a variance
of input signal, γ and β are learnable scalars. We remove the
second BN after Xout.

L(α) = L1(α) + ηLcq(α) + µ(t)Le(α),

where η and µ(t) are regularization constants. µ(t) depends
on the iteration t. L1(α) is l1-distance between high res-
olution and restored images, and Lcq(α) is the hardware
constraint and Le(α) is the entropy loss that enforces spar-
sity of the vector α. The last two losses are defined in two
subsections below.

3.2.1 Hardware constraint regularization

The hardware constraint is proportional to the number of
floating point operations FLOPs for full precision models
and the number of quantized operations BitOps for mixed-
low precision models. Ffp(o, x) is the function comput-
ing FLOPs value based on the input image size x and the
properties of a convolutional layer o: kernel size, number
of channels, stride, and the number of groups. We use
the same number of bits for weights and activations in our
setup. Therefore, BitOps can be computed as Fq(o, x) =
b2Ffp(o, x) where b is the number of bits. Then, the corre-
sponding hardware part of the loss Lcq is:

Lcq(α) =

|S|∑
j=1

|Oj |∑
i=1

|B|∑
b=1

αjibb
2Ffp(oji , xj),

where
|Oj |∑
i=1

|B|∑
b=1

αjib = 1 and ∀ αjib ≥ 0, (2)

where S is a supernet’s block or layer consisting of several
operations, the layer-wise structure is presented in Figure 1.
We normalize Lcq(α) value by the value of this loss at ini-
tialization with the uniform assignment of α, as the scale of
the unnormalized hardware constraint reaches 1012.

3.2.2 Sparsity regularization

After the architecture search, the model keeps only one edge
between two nodes. Let us denote as αl all alphas that cor-
respond to edges that connect a particular pair of nodes.
They include different operations and different bits. At the
end of the search, we want αl to be a vector close to the
vector with one value close to 1 and all remaining compo-
nents to be 0. We found that the entropy loss works the best
with our settings.

The sparsification loss Le(α) for α update step has the
following form:

Le(α) =

|S|∑
l=1

H(αl), (3)

where H is the entropy function. The coefficient before
this loss µ(t) depends on the training epoch t. The detailed
new procedure for regularization scheduling is given in Ap-
pendix A.

3.3. Quantization

Our aim is to find quantization-friendly architectures that
perform well after quantization. (i) To obtain a trained and
quantized model, we perform Quantization Aware Training
QAT [15]. During training, (a) we approximate quantiza-
tion with QN; (b) compute gradients for quantized weights;
(c) update full precision weights. (ii) Then, a model with
found architecture is trained from scratch. Below we pro-
vide details for these steps.



3.3.1 Quantization Aware Training

Let’s consider the following one-layer neural network (NN),

y = f(a(x)) = Wa(x), (4)

where a is a non linear activation function and f is a func-
tion parametrized by a tensor W . In (4) f is a linear func-
tion, but it also can be a convolutional operation. To de-
crease the computational complexity of the network, we
replace expensive float-point operations with low-bit width
ones. Quantization occurs for both weights W and activa-
tion a.

The quantized output has the following form:

yq = fq(aq(x)) = o(G(a(x), b), Q(W, b)). (5)

Q(W, b) is a quantization function for weights, we use
Learned Step Quantization (LSQ) [10] with learnable step
value. To quantize activations we use G(W, b) a half wave
Gaussian quantization function [4]. Where, quantization
level is b and a convolution layer is o.

3.3.2 Quantization Aware Search with Shared Weights
(SW)

To account for further quantization during the search phase,
we perform Quantization Aware Search similar to QAT
[15]. One way to do so is to quantize model weights and
activations during the search phase the same way as during
training.

To improve computational efficiency we can quantize
weights of identical operations with different quantization
bits instead of using different weights for each quantization
bit, this idea was studied in [5]. Here, xj+1 is the output of
j-th layer with input xj and parameters Wj .

xj+1 =

|Oj |∑
i=1

oij

(∑
b∈B

αjibG(a(xj), b),
∑
b∈B

αjibQ(Wji, b)

)
.

(6)
|Oj |∑
i=1

∑
b∈B

αjib = 1,∀i, j, b αijb ≥ 0.

The effectiveness of SW can be seen from (6): it requires
fewer convolutional operations and less memory to store the
weights.

3.3.3 Quantization Aware Search Against Noise

To further improve computational efficiency and perfor-
mance of search phase we introduce SAN. Model degrada-
tion caused by weights quantization is equivalent to adding
the quantization noise QNoiseb(W ) = Q(W, b) − W .

Then, quantized weights is Q(W, b) = W +QNoiseb(W )
and (6) is:

xj+1 =

|Oj |∑
i=1

oij(
∑
b∈B

αjibQNoiseb(a(xj)) + a(xj),∑
b∈B

αjibQNoiseb(Wji) +Wji).

(7)

This procedure (i) does not require weights quantization and
(ii) differentiable unlike quantization. QNoiseb is a func-
tion of W because it depends on its shape and magnitude
of values. Given the quantization noise, we can more effi-
ciently run forward and backward passes for our network,
similar to the reparametrization trick.

Adding quantization noise is similar to adding inde-
pendent uniform variables from [−∆/2,∆/2] with ∆ =

1
2b−1 [22]. However, for the noise sampling, we use the
following procedure [7]:

QNoise(b) =
∆

2
z, z ∼ N (0, 1), (8)

as it performs slightly better than the uniform distribu-
tion [7].
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Figure 5. Our quantization aware NAS approach and fixed quan-
tized architectures. Ours - QuantNAS with AdaDM and SAN with
following hardware penalties: 0, 1e-4, 1e-3, 5e-5 and a different
number of body blocks. Mixed precision quantization by EdMIPS
[5] for SRResNet [16] and ESPCN [20] with following hardware
penalties: 0, 1e-3, 1e-2, 1e-1. PSNR was computed on Set14 and
BitOPs for image size 32x32. Our search procedure found a signif-
icantly more efficient architecture compared to manually designed
and then quantized ESPCN within the same BitOPs range.
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out BN in purple, shared weights procedure without AdaDM and
without BN in brown. Results are presented for Set14.

4. Results
We provide the code for our experiments here.

4.1. Evaluation protocol

For all experiments we consider the following setup if
not stated otherwise. A number of body blocks is set to 3.
As the training dataset we use DIV2K dataset [1]. As the
test datasets we use Set14 [28], Set5 [2], Urban1100 [13],
Manga109 [12], with scale 4. In the main body of the paper
we present results on Set14. The results for other datasets
are presented in Appendix. For training, we use RGB im-
ages. For PSNR score calculation, we use only the Y chan-
nel similarly to [11, 24]. Evaluation of FLOPs and BitOPs
is done for fixed image sizes 256×256 and 32×32, respec-
tively.

Search space. For full precision search, we use ten differ-
ent possible operations as candidates for a connection be-
tween two nodes. For quantization-aware search, we limit
the number of operations to 4 to obtain a search space of a
reasonable size. For quantization, we consider two options
as possible quantization bits: 4 or 8 bits for activations and
weights.

4.2. Different number of body blocks

A straightforward way to improve model performance is
to increase the number of layers. We study how our method

Model GBitOPs PSNR Method
SRResNet 23.3 27.88 LSQ(4-U)
SRResNet 23.3 27.42 HWGQ(4-U)
ESPCN 2.3 27.26 LSQ(8-U)
ESPCN 2.3 27.00 HWGQ(8-U)
SRResNet 19.4 27.919 EdMIPS(4,8)
Our(body3) 4.6 27.814 QuantNAS(4,8)
Our(body6) 9.3 27.988 QuantNAS(4,8)

Table 1. Quantitative results for different quantization methods for
different models. For EdMIPS and QuantNAS, we present mod-
els found with different hardware penalties 1e-3 and 1e-4, respec-
tively. ”U” - stands for uniform quantization - all bits are the same
for all layers. BitOPs were computed for 32x32 image size. Our
(body 3) quantized architecture with body block repeated 3 times
is depicted in Figure 15.

scales by performing search with a different number of body
blocks: 1, 3, and 6. Three constellations are presented in
Figure 5. We observe that increasing the number of blocks
improves final performance and increases the number of
BitOPs for architectures found with the highest hardware
regularization - each constellation is slightly shifted to the
right.

4.3. QuantNAS and quantization of fixed architec-
tures

We compare QuantNAS with (1) uniform quantization
and (2) mixed precision quantization for two existing ar-
chitectures, ESPCN [20] and SRResNet [16]. For uniform
quantization, we use LSQ [10] and HWGQ [4]. For mixed
precision quantization, we use EdMIPS [5]. Our setup for
EdMIPS is matching the original setup and search is per-
formed for different quantization bits for weights and acti-
vations. Unlike in QuantNAS, quantization bits for activa-
tions and weights are the same.

In Figure 5, we compare our procedure with two ar-
chitectures quantized by EdMIPS. We can see that Quant-
NAS finds architectures with better PSNR/BitOps trade-offs
within a range where BitOps values overlap. Performance
gain is especially notable between quantized ESPCN and
our approach.

We note that due to computational limits, our search
is bounded in terms of the number of layers. Therefore,
we can’t extend our results beyond SRResNet in terms of
BitOps to provide a more detailed comparison.

From Table 1, we can see that QuantNAS finds archi-
tectures with a better PSNR/BitOps trade-off than uniform
quantization techniques. We compare within the same range
of BitOPs values, 8 bits for ESPCN and 4 bits for SRRes-
Net.

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/QuanToaster/README.md
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Figure 7. Time comparison of quantization noise and weights shar-
ing strategy during the search phase of quantization-aware NAS.
Y-axis (on the left) shows time spent on 60 training iterations (line
plot). The secondary Y-axis (on the right) presents the time frac-
tion of SW strategy (bar plot). SAN provides speed-up.

4.4. Time efficiency of QuantNAS

We measure the average training time for three con-
sidered quantisation approaches: without sharing weights,
with sharing (SW), and with quantization noise (ours
QuantNAS or briefly SAN).

We run the same experiment for different amounts of
searched quantization bits. Figure 7 shows the advantage of
our approach in training time. As the number of searched
bits grows, so does the advantage. On average, we get up to
30% speedup.

4.5. Ablation studies

4.5.1 Adaptive Deviation Modulation

We start with comparing the effect of AdaDM [18] and
Batch Normalization on two architectures randomly sam-
pled from our search space. In Table 2, we can see that
both original AdaDM and Batch Normalization hurt the fi-
nal performance, while AdaDM with our modification im-
proves PSNR scores. In Figure 6, we observe that architec-
tures found with AdaDM are better in terms of both PSNR
and BitOPs. Interestingly, we did not notice any improve-
ment with AdaDM for full-precision models. Our best full
precision model in Table 2 was obtained without AdaDM.

4.5.2 Entropy regularization

We consider three settings to compare QuantNas with and
without Entropy regularization: (A) reduced search space,
SGD optimizer; (B) full search space, Adam [8] optimizer;

Model Model M1 Model M2
Without Batch Norm 27.55 28
With Batch Norm 27 27.16
Original AdaDM 27.33 27.84
Our AdaDM 27.68 28.046

Table 2. PSNR of SR models with scaling factor 4 for Set14
dataset. M1 and M2 are two arbitrary mixed precision models
randomly sampled from our search space.

Training settings w/o Entropy w Entropy
A 27.99 / 111 28.10 / 206
B 28.00 / 30 28.12 / 19
C 27.92 / 61 28.11 / 321

Table 3. PSNR/GFFLOPs values of search procedure with and
without Entropy regularisation. Models were searched in differ-
ent settings A, B, and C.

(C) reduced search space, Adam [8] optimizer. All the ex-
periments were performed for full precision search. For full
and reduced search spaces, we refer to Appendix C.1. We
perform the search without hardware penalty to analyze the
effect of the entropy penalty.

Quantitative results for Entropy regularisation are in Ta-
ble 3. Entropy regularisation improves performance in
terms of PSNR for all the experiments.

Figure 8 demonstrates dynamics of operations impor-
tance for joint NAS with quantization for 4 and 8 bits. 4
bits edges are depicted in dashed lines. Only two layers are
depicted: the first layer for the head (HEAD) block and the
skip (SKIP) layer for the body block. With entropy reg-
ularization, the most important block is evident from its
alpha value. Without entropy regularization, we have no
clear most important block. So, our search procedure has
two properties: (a) the input to the following layer is mostly
produced as the output of a single operation from the previ-
ous layer; (b) an architecture at final search epochs is very
close to the architecture obtained after selecting only one
operation per layer with the highest importance value.

4.5.3 Comparison with existing full precision NAS for
SR approaches

Here we examine the quality of our procedure for full pre-
cision NAS. We did not use the AdaDM block for the full
precision search.

Method GFLOPs PSNR Search cost
SRResNet 166.0 28.49 Manual
AGD∗ 140.0 28.40 1.8 GPU days
Trilevel NAS∗ 33.3 28.26 6 GPU days
Our FP best 29.3 28.22 1.2 GPU days

Table 4. Quantitative results of PSNR-oriented models with SR
scaling factor 4 for Set14 dataset. ∗ results are from paper [24]
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Figure 8. Importance weights for different operations through epochs for QuantNas search, for 8 and 4 bits, solid and dashed lines respec-
tively. Supernet sparsification with entropy regularisation on the top for two layers HEAD-1 and a parallel conv layer in BODY (SKIP-1),
regularisation value is set to 1e-3 (on the top). Training the supernet without sparsification with entropy regularization at the bottom.

The results are in Table 4. Our search procedure achieves
comparable results with TrilevelNAS[24] with a relatively
simpler search design and about 5 times faster training. The
best performing full precision architecture was found with
a hardware penalty of value 1e − 3. This architecture is
depicted in Appendix Figure 14.

Additionally, we compare results with a popular SR ar-
chitecture SRResNet [16]. Visual examples of the ob-
tained super-resolution pictures are presented in Appendix
Figure 16 for Set14 [28], Set5 [2], Urban1100 [13],
Manga109 [12] with scale factor 4.

5. Limitations

For our NAS procedure, the overall NAS limitation ap-
plies: the computational demand for joint optimization of
many architectures is high. The search procedure takes
about 24 hours to finish for a single GPU TITAN RTX.
Moreover, obtaining the full Pareto frontier requires run-
ning the same experiment multiple times.

On Figure 6 all most right points (within one exper-
iment/color) have 0 hardware penalty. It clearly shows
that limited search space creates an upper bound for the
top model performance. Therefore, our results do not fall
within the same BitOps range as SRResNet.

We found that our search design is sensitive to hyper-
parameters. In particular, optimal coefficients for hardware

penalty and entropy regularization can vary across differ-
ent search settings. Moreover, we expect that there is a
connection between optimal coefficients for the hardware
penalty, entropy regularization and search space size. Dif-
ferent strategies or search settings require different values
of hardware penalties. Applying the same set of values for
different settings might not be the best option, but it is not
straightforward how to determine them beforehand.

6. Conclusion
To the best of our knowledge, we are the first to

deeply explore NAS with mixed-precision search for Super-
Resolution (SR) tasks.

We proposed the method QuantNAS for obtaining com-
putationally efficient and accurate architectures for SR us-
ing jointly NAS and mixed-precision quantization.

Our method is better than others due to (1) specifically
tailored search space design; (2) differentiable SAN pro-
cedure; (3) adaptation of AdaDM; (4) the entropy regular-
ization to avoid co-adaptation in super-nets during differen-
tiable search.

Experiments on standard SR tasks demonstrate the high
quality of our search. Our method leads to better solutions
compared to mixed-precision quantization of popular SR ar-
chitectures with [5]. Moreover, our search is up to 30%
faster than a share-weights approach.
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Appendix

A. Technical details
During the search phase, we consider architectures with

a fixed number of 36 channels for each operation unless
channel size is changed due to operations properties. The
search is performed for 20 epochs. For updating supernet
weights we use the following hyper-parameters: batch size
16, initial learning rate (lr) 1e-3, cosine learning rate sched-
uler, SGD with momentum 0.9, weight decay 3e-7. For up-
dating alphas we use fixed lr 3e-4 and 0 weight decay.

During the training phase, an obtained architecture is op-
timized for 30 epochs with the following setting: batch size
16, initial lr 1e-3, lr scheduler with the weight decay 3e-7.

A.1. Entropy schedule

For entropy regularization, we gradually increase the
regularization value α according to Figure 9, for the first
two epochs regularization is zero. Entropy regularization
is multiplied by an initial coefficient and coefficient factor.
Initial coefficients are 1e-3 and 1e-4 for experiments with
full precision and the quantization-aware search.
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Figure 9. Entropy coefficient regularization is a product of log and
linear functions

B. Scaling SR models with initial up-sampling
To maintain good computational efficiency, it is common

for recent SR models to operate on down-sampled images
and then up-sample them with some up-sampling layers.
This idea was introduced first in ESPCN [20]. Since then,
there were not many works in the literature exploring SR
models on initially up-scaled images.

Therefore, we were interested in how this approach
scales in terms of quality and computational efficiency
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Figure 10. Orange point is the original SRCNN [9], blue point is
SRResNet [16]. For Long Bicubic we initially upscale an image
with bicubic interpolation and then add an efficient block found in
our experiments. The block consists of 3 convolutions layers with
32 filters and it is added 1, 2,3,4 times. PSNR is reported on Set14.

given arbitrary many layers. Results are presented in Fig-
ure 10. We start with one fixed block, similar to our body
block in Figure 3 and then increase it by one each time. We
compare our results with SRResNet [16] and SRCNN [9].
As we can see SRResNet [16] operates on down-scaled im-
ages and yields better results given the same computational
complexity.

C. Single-path search space

There are several ways to select directed acyclic sub-
graph from a supernet. DARTS [17] uses Multi-Path strat-
egy - one node can have several input edges. Such a strategy
makes a search space significantly larger. Single-Path strat-
egy - each searchable layer in the network can choose only
one operation from the layer-wise search space Figure 1. It
has been shown in FBNet [23] that simpler Single-Path ap-
proach yields comparable with Multi-Path approach results
for classification problems. Also, since it aligns more with
SR search design in our work, we use Single-Path approach.

C.1. Different search spaces

For detailed operations description we refer to our code.

D. Search space

We have a fixed number of channels equal to 36 for all
the layers unless specified.

• Head : two layers, first layer computes images with
three channels;

https://anonymous.4open.science/r/QuanToaster/README.md
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Figure 11. Randomly sampled architectures from two search
spaces. PSNR was computed on Set14 and BitOPs for image size
256x256. Search space A is described in section D.2. We observe
that two search spaces provide with slightly different results with
random sampling. Results in green for architecture search were
obtained with Search space A.
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Figure 12. Influence of the first layer quantization on final perfor-
mance. First layer low bit quantization significantly hurts model
performance. Two clusters above and below 25.5 PSNR value at-
tribute to different quantization levels of the first layer.

• Body: a repeatable cell with a skip connection and
three layers;

• Skip: a single convolutional layer within body cell
connecting input and output (do not confuse with con-
ventional skip operation);

• Upsample: one layer before pixel shuffle, this layer
increases a number of channels before pixel shuffle and
pixel shuffle operation outputs 3 channels image;

• Tail : two layers, final layer outputs images with 3
channels.

D.1. Search space for full precision experiments

Possible operations block-wise:

• Head 8 operations: simple 3x3, simple 5x5, growth2
5x5, growth2 3x3, simple 3x3 grouped 3, simple 5x5
grouped 3, simple 1x1 grouped 3, simple 1x1;

• Body 7 operations: simple 3x3, simple 5x5, simple
3x3 grouped 3, simple 5x5 grouped 3, decenc 3x3 2,
decenc 5x5 2, simple 1x1 grouped 3;

• Skip 4 operations: decenc 3x3 2, decenc 5x5 2, simple
3x3, simple 5x5;

• Upsample 12 operations: conv 5x1 1x5, conv 3x1 1x3,
simple 3x3, simple 5x5, growth2 5x5, growth2 3x3,
decenc 3x3 2, decenc 5x5 2, simple 3x3 grouped 3,
simple 5x5 grouped 3, simple 1x1 grouped 3, simple
1x1;

• Tail 8 operations: simple 3x3, simple 5x5, growth2
5x5, growth2 3x3, simple 3x3 grouped 3, simple 5x5
grouped 3, simple 1x1 grouped 3, simple 1x1;

D.2. Reduced search space for Quantization exper-
iments

Possible operations block-wise:

• Head 5 operations: simple 3x3, simple 5x5, simple
3x3 grouped 3, simple 5x5 grouped 3;

• Body 4 operations: conv 5x1 1x5, conv 3x1 1x3, sim-
ple 3x3, simple 5x5;

• Skip 3 operations: simple 1x1, simple 3x3, simple
5x5;

• Upsample 4 operations: conv 5x1 1x5, conv 3x1 1x3,
simple 3x3, simple 5x5;

• Tail 3 operations: simple 1x1, simple 3x3, simple 5x5;

Conv 5x1 1x5 and conv 3x1 1x3 are depth-wise sepa-
rable convolution convolutions. For operations description
we refer to our code.



E. Results on other datasets
In Figure 13 we provide quantative results obtained on

differetn test datasets: Set14 [28], Set5 [2], Urban1100 [13],
Manga109 [12] with scale 4.

In Figure 16 we provide with visual results for quantized
and full precision models.

F. QuantNAS algorithm

Algorithm 1 QuantNAS steps
1: Initialize parameters W and edge values α
2: for iteration = 1, 2, . . . , N do
3: Add QN to W as in 8 and 7
4: Compute the loss function L(α) as in 3.2
5: Run backpropagation to get derivatives for α
6: Update α
7: Add QN to W as in 8 and 7
8: Compute the loss function L1(W )
9: Run backpropagation to get derivatives for W

10: Update W
11: end for
12: Select edges with the highest α
13: Train the final architecture from scratch
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Figure 13. The same as Figure 6 but for different datasets. QuantNAS, models found with different hardware penalty values: 0, 1e-4, 1e-3,
5e-5. QuantNAS with AdaDM in blue, SAN with AdaDM in green and original procedure with shared weights in brown. Better view in
zoom.

Figure 14. Our best FP (full precision) architecture, 29.3 GFLOPs (image size 265x265), PSNR: 28.22 dB. PSNR was computed on Set14.
Body block is repeated three times for the both architectures.

Figure 15. Examples of quantized architechtures. PSNR from top to bottom: 27.814 dB, 27.2 db, 24.8 db. On the top our (body 3) quantized
architecture, more details are given in Table 1. PSNR was computed on Set14 with scale 4. Body block is repeated three times for all the
architectures. Architecture on the bottom were sampled randomly.



Figure 16. Visual comparison of results for Set14. Better view in zoom. Note, we present results for quantized models with the body block
repeated 3 times. Model with with the body block repeated 6 times has better PSNR values, see in Table 1


